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Abstract

To deal with the uncertainty, vagueness and overlapping distribution within the data sets, a novel incremental fuzzy
cluster ensemble method based on rough set theory (IFCERS) is proposed by the idea of combining clustering analysis
task with classification techniques. Firstly, on the basis of soft clustering results, the positive region, boundary region
and negative region of clustering ensemble are obtained by applying the construction of rough approximation in rough
set theory, and then a group structure within data points of positive region is obtained by adopting a fuzzy cluster
ensemble method. Secondly, by combining with the supervised ensemble learning method, e.g., random forests, the
obtained group structure is used to construct the random forests classifier to classify the data points in boundary
region. Finally, all the acquired group structure is used to train the random forests classifier to classify the data points
of negative region. Experimental evaluations on UCI machine learning repository datasets verify the effectiveness of
the proposed method. It is also shown that the quality of the final solution has a weak correlation with the ensemble
size, the parameter setting on the rough approximations construction is appropriate, and the proposed method is robust
towards the diversity from hard clustering members.
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1. Introduction

Data clustering is a fundamental unsupervised pattern classification technique that has been used to discover the
natural cluster structure of an unlabeled data set [1]. Cluster ensemble is an important extension of the classical
cluster analysis technique with the objective to obtain more stable, robust and accurate final result than individual
clustering results by aggregating over multiple clustering solutions [2]. At present, cluster ensemble has been widely
applied in many domains related to data mining and machine learning, including multimedia data analysis, social
network analysis, collaborative filtering, customer segmentation, biological data analysis, outlier analysis, dynamic
trend detection, etc [1].

The ubiquitous uncertain, vagueness and overlapping among clusters have posed a great challenge to the cluster
analysis task. Granular computing, which has emerged as a new computing paradigm of complex information pro-
cessing in the area of computational intelligence, provides people with theories, methodologies, techniques and tools
to describe and process uncertain, imprecise and incomplete information [3]. Considered as the two major mathemat-
ical tools of granular computing, fuzzy set theory (FST) and rough set theory (RST) have been introduced into the
clustering method to reveal uncertain structured data set [4–10], which extend the clustering from hard-partition to
soft-partition and thus forms an important branch of the data clustering [4, 11]. For example, fuzzy c-means (FCM)
and its derivatives, rough k-means and its derivatives, and hybrid rough-fuzzy clustering approaches have been pro-
posed [4]. In fuzzy clustering [12], each pattern is assigned with a partial membership to a given cluster and one object
is allowed to assign to more than one cluster at the same time. In rough clustering [6], each cluster is represented with
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